
Feathers & Whiskey™
Submission Guidelines

Compensation

● Feathers & Whiskey™ is a labor of love. It could turn into something more down

the road but that's not where we're at right now.

● Given that, there's no monetary compensation for any content you might want to

offer. We do have a writer’s rewards program

Writers Rewards Program

● During the month of October, we will be sending out custom gift(s) to writers that are

currently published in the journal or have an article approved awaiting publication. The

items that are sent out to our contributing authors are not available to be purchased

ANYWHERE else and are unique for that year. Once those gifts are shipped out we start

gathering articles and making the rewards list for next October.



Ownership

● Because there's no compensation, the content you write is yours. Meaning it will (of

course) be properly credited, and will only be used as content for our blog. 

● We will highlight the article via our Instagram and Facebook pages and will use any

pictures you offer in doing so, but again all credited to you as the author. 

● We will do nothing else with that content without discussing it with you first. 

● Also if for some reason you no longer want it reflected on our blog we would remove

it when asked.

Editorial Changes

● Generally, we will not change or alter your content, with the following exceptions:

● Formatting
o We have a loose format with how we set our articles on the page. You can see

this on the blog. We might modify the article to fit that format but will not

change the overall content.

o Again getting the material onto the pages might require minor changes such as

picture locations or flow of text, but again this would only be if there was a

limitation with the setup.

● Edits
o We typically won't ask to change the content unless there's something we feel

doesn't fit our overall theme or style of work. 

o Examples might be overly political or religious statements or something that

does not foster an inclusive and positive tone toward our readers.

Submissions
● We currently do not have a word limit, as we want the soul of the experience to be shared, if in

the future we do a limit we will make that change to our guidelines

● A text document is welcomed

● If your submission includes photos please label them correctly and label where you want them

to be included in the document.

● Please include an author name and a brief ( 1-3 sentences) author bio, photo,  and any links to

your social media if you want those shared.

● You can submit at michael@feathersandwhiskey.com

Publication

Once your article is published on the blog, we ask that you please share it on your social media. This

can be sharing the link on Facebook, or tagging us in an Instagram post or other social media that you

currently use.

**PLEASE NOTE **- We are assuming all content is yours and created by you. Please don't include

any content, text or media, from any other party without their consent. Any issues, legal or otherwise

coming from the inclusion of such material will be the responsibility of the author and not Feathers &

Whiskey.

mailto:michael@feathersandwhiskey.com

